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Fullerton speaks on
Rec Center issue

Horsin’ around

By Karen Salom
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said
yesterday she will keep in contact with
the Student Union Board of Directors regarding action it takes on the Recreation
and Events Center.
"I’m waiting for recommendations
from SUBOD. They’ve been pretty much
taking the lead," Fullerton said. She
added that she would still have a say in
the matter. "If there was something I
was uncomfortable with, I’d sit down and
talk with them at length about it."
It was the first time Fullerton has
spoke on the Rec Center issue since students voted to terminate the facility in
the Associated Students elections last
month.
John Hilliard, chief of auxiliary and
business services at the California State
University chancellor’s office, said last
month that although the ultimate decision about the Rec Center will be left to
the chancellor’s office, Fullerton will
play a major role in its decision.
John O’Connell, chairman of the
CSU Board of Trustees, said the chancellor’s office will usually follow the decisions made by the president of a university, but the office could also decide
against the president.
Fullerton has the power to halt the
entire process of the Rec Center’s construction in "a matter of days" if she

chooses to do so, (.i’Connell added
Students approved the initiative to
terminate the Rec Center’s construction
by a 1,895 to 1,577 margin. Despite the

Gail Fullerton
student vote, SUBOD last week asked the
architects to continue their work on the
schematic plans of the facility.
Fullerton’s comments topped off a
week in which the Rec Center issue has
been heavily discussed.
At a meeting on Tuesday, SUBOD’s
Rec Center Committee unanimously
voted to appoint a small working committee to come up with a plan of action to
deal with the Rec Center issue.
Ted Gehrke, chairman of the Rec
Center Committee said by appointing the

wurking committee no one will be antiRec Center.
"We’re spinning our wheels trying to
make decisions," he said, adding this
committee will bring opposing sides together to help resolve the issue.
Dougherty, who led the "Stop the
wRECk Committee" in the elections,
will serve on the working committee and
said by working together the opposing
sides "can learn from the positive and
the negative input)."
Barrett said, "It’s premature to
know what agreement will be reached."
Meanwhile, a forum on the Rev Center was held yesterday. It drew about 10
students and faculty who expressed their
opinions about the facility.
Gehrke and Dougherty were present
as representatives of the committees
that are for and against the construction
of the facility. Although they were not
featured as the forum’s speakers, questions were directed toward them.
The facts come down to the choices
that were made by SUBOD and approved
by the students for a recreation facility
two years ago, Gehrke said. With the
passing of the initiative, this choice is
being rejected, he added.
"We’re backpedalling," Gehrke
said.
It’s good people are bringing in
continued on back page

Candidates for Brazil’s post
down to five, Fullerton says

rhomas Hurd
SJSU gymnast and Olympic hopeful
Roy Palassou perfromed at the Student Union last Thursday as a part of
Multi-Cultural Week. Yesterday Palassou received another award when

he was named the winner of the Nisthe highest honor besen Award
stowed on a collegiate gymnasts.
Palassou is at UCLA this weekend to
compete in the NCAA Finals.

Untimely theft, pursuit,
wash out officer’s plans
By Mark Katches
At 1 a.m. Tuesday, University
Police Officer Brian Garrett
planned to complete his patrol shift
and go water-skiing for two days.
Fifteen minutes before punch’
out time. Garrett became involved
in a set of circumstances which
forced him to delay his departure 30
hours, until yesterday morning.
At 12:45 a.m. Tuesday on San
Carlos Street east of Ninth Street,
Garrett was approached by an SJSU
residence hall student who had witnessed two people breaking into an
automobile.
The student identified the two
individuals and five minutes later,
Garrett observed them running
southbound on 11th Street between
San Carlos and San Salvador
streets.
Garrett pursued the two until he
noticed they were hiding on a balcony at 350S. 10th St.
The officer was assisted by Sgt.
Lloyd Hohu, canine officer Gabe Escobedo and his canine Unno.
Garrett said he was within 15
feet of the two, who refused to come
off the balcony. All he could see was
their shadows, so Garrett drew his
service revolver.
"In a dark situation like that
when suspects refuse to come out
and they know they’re surrounded,
you have to be careful," Garrett
said
Garrett radioed Escobedo and
informed him to release Unno. After
Escobedo warned the people, he released his dog.

However, Escobedo said Unno
did not assist in the arrest because
the two came off the balcony before
Unno could reach them.
"1 let him go and Unno didn’t do
anything except look at them and
say ’what am I gonna do?’ " Escobedo said. "The suspects both froze
by the time Unno was released."
Two 17-year-olds were arrested
without a struggle by University Police. They were booked and taken to
juvenile hall in San Jose.
Garrett said one juvenile admitted breaking the car window and
stealing a box containing $200 of cassette tapes. He said they hid the box
on 11th Street during the chase.
Russ Lunsford, University Po,
lice information officer, said the
tapes belonged to residence hall student Alison Zigante, owner of the
car. They were retrieved when one
juvenile led Escobedo to the tapes
after the arrests.
With the paperwork almost
complete, Garrett figured he would
start his Irina few hours late.
But the phone rang for Esci.
bedo. It was his wife calling to say
she was ready to deliver a baby.
Escobedo went home and drove
his wife to the hospital. Garrett continued to work overtime in place of
Escobedo.
"I didn’t think I’d ever get out of
here,"he said. "But it was worth it
seeing Gabe jumping for joy .’
The child was born at 7:19 a.in
about the time Garrett was lein
ing for home after his 18-hour day

By Tim Goodman
The search for a permanent academic vice president at SJSU has been
narrowed from a field of more than 100
candidates down to five, one of which is
from SJSU, according to President Gail
Fullerton.
She made the announcement at her
press
conference
yesterday,
but
wouldn’t reveal the name of the SJSU
candidate.
However, James Lima, associate engineering dean of academic affairs, later
identified the SJSU candidate as Dean of
Engineering Jay Pinson.
Fullerton said the new AVP should
be named by the end of May.
"That search committee has been
very active for some months," she said.
John Brazil is currently the interim
academic vice president, but has ac-

cepted the presidency ot Southeastern
Massachusetts University in Dartmouth,
Mass.
Brazil took over the interim AVP position when Hobert Burns retired in August.
Upon Brazil’s appointment last year,
the search committee began its task of
finding a permanent replacement.
Fullerton said she hopes to have the
five finalists at SJSU after the spring
break, and said they will be giving public
interviews after both the search committee and Fullerton have spoken with
them.
In the session with the public, she
said, the candidates will be asked to give
a short lecture on a topic of their choice.
Fullerton said Brazil will be missed.
but congratulated him on his new appointment.

San Antonio Plaza hits delay
By Jessica Paioff
The 8141 million redevelopment contract for the San Antonio Plaza received tentative approval by a 6-4 vote of the San Jose
City Council Tuesday night.

block area in the center of downtown San Jose bordered by San
Fernando. San Carlos, Fourth and
Market streets and combines a
convention hotel, an office building and a shopping mall.

A formal vote was postponed
until April 19 because of some lastminute changes that significantly
altered the contract. Tuesday’s
vote was an 01( to go ahead with
the preparation of the final documents, which the council is not required to approve.
The project area is an eight

Negotiations have been going
on for three years between the city
and master -developer. Campeau’
Small, who are expected to be set
up as partners sharing in the "net
cash flow" from all three parts of
the project.
One of the changes that has ix’ -

curred in the last 10 days increased the time Campeau-Small.
a
Canadian-American
partnership, has to work out a retail
operating agreement with the Ernest Hahn Co. from four to 10
months after the ratification of the
final documents.
If they are unable to reach an
agreement by then, responsibility
for managing the 114,000 square foot shopping mall becomes
Campeau -Small’s.
Hahn Vice President Don
Felix called his commitment to
the project "no less tonight than it
was three years ago."
Felix said there "was nothing
wrong with the sweetness of the
pot" or the economic deal that was
struck 21z years ago. His main
concern was parking at the mall,
but also included the workability
of physical aspects such as maintenance and reconstruction.
"Parking is the beginning and
end of a successful project," he
said. "Free parking is the most
important feature of the deal It’s
the greatest feature we’ve wrestled with in dealing with Campeau Small,"
The city considers the firstclass luxury hotel
which is
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"I have a sense of losing my right
arm," she said. "He’s been such a fine
administrator in many, many ways and
in spite of his relative youth, has done a
great deal for this university. I don’t
think anybody is prouder except maybe
his mother and father."
Fullerton also spoke on the future of
the Spartan Daily.
Although Fullerton has been quoted
in the past as saying she would not let the
Daily fold, she was not as definite in her
support yesterday, due to the fact that
the Associated Students budget has not
come out yet.
The A.S. budget will show how much
money the Daily will receive for the coming year.
"For quite a few years the Associated Students have indeed put some of
their fee monies into the Daily." she

’I have a sense of
losing my right arm.
He’s been a fine
administrator in
many, many ways
and in spite of his
relative youth, has
done a great deal for
the university. .
Gail Fullerton
said. "It has been structured in the
form of a group subscription. Yet in
the past that was always, and remains, a voluntary decision on the
A.S. on how they are going to spend
their budget
"If they were suddenly to withdraw all funds. I think that would be
something that I would very much
want to talk to them about."
She said that a withdrawal of
Funds would "create a hardship for
the Daily." but stressed that the
Daily "might look to try to improve
its own resources."
Fullerton wouldn’t comment on
what she would do if the A.S. allotted
the Daily a "minimum amou’llt" of
funding. The A.S. Budget Committee’s final recommendation for the
1984-85 funding of the Daily was approximately $4,600. The Daily requested 820,000 for the year
"I don’t have a budget from
them yet A.S.)," Fullerton said. "1
don’t like to comment on hypothetical situations. Such things lend to
become self-fulfilling prophecies
and I’d rather just wait and see what
develops."
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MEChA’s selective perception
Discrimination is something society has
had to deal with as far back as can be remembered. Unfortunately, the definition of
discrimination in certain cases seems to
have been forgotten, and is now being used to
serve other needs. MEChA, a campus Mexican-American group, seems to be guilty of
this.
In the past two semesters. MEChA has
two of which
taken part in three protests
are certainly questionable, and one that is almost laughable.
The most recent incident was MEChA’s
demand for a public apology by Associated
Students President-elect, Michael Schneider
for remarks he had made on election night.
MEChA’s demand for the apology by
Schneider is justified. What is unrealistic is
its demand that Schneider take a MexicanAmerican studies class, (which supposedly
would make him more sensitive to the Mexican-American community) and a written
promise by the current.A.S. Board that this
sort of incident doesn’t happen in the future
especially next year, when Schneider is
A.S. president.
To hold a whole responsible for comments by one perverts the idea of responsibility.
In another incident, last October, SJSU
student Ruben Benitez claimed he was
beaten by the University Police after the
Homecoming dance. Benitez was charged
with being drunk and trying to resist arrest.
The incident caused a demonstration of
about 30 students outside the University Police Department. Many of the protesters
were MEChA members.
Reportedly, Benitez was drunk and unruly. When he resisted arrest, the police had
to deal with him forcibly. It was not an issue

of race here, rather a case where an officer
was simply doing his job.
It is a no win situation because what it
boils down to is Benitez’ word against that of
the University Police, but the boisterous nature of the group leads the Daily to believe
MEChA is using selective perception, and
using incidents as vehicles to be heard.
Further evidence of this stems from another incident in the same month. Joel Wyrick, KSJS general manager, cut four prime
time hours from the radio program "La Cosa
Nueva." Wyrick moved the Mexican-American program to the 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Friday
slot. The program had occupied the 2 p.m. to
2 a.m. time slot for 10 years.
Lupe Solis, La Cosa Nueva president,
claimed the decision to change the show’s
hours was a racial matter. The decision was
picketed by many of the same MEChA members who picketed the arrest of Benitez.
At the time, Wyrick said that the decision was in no way discriminatory, but was
simply based on changing campus needs.
This is logical in view of the wholesale
changes that were going on at KSJS at the
time
Segregation in schools and public places
is an example of racism. A radio time
change for a valid reason is not.
"La Cosa Nueva" is a popular show, but
it is 12 hours long (most other campus groups
get only one hour). But again, MEChA members used an incident as a reason to cry racism.
The Spartan Daily is not saying MEChA
should be denied the right to voice its concerns. However, discernment is needed
when addressing matters. Otherwise, one Of
these days when MEChA has a real case of
discrimination on its hands, like the boy who
cried wolf, nobody will be there to listen.
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers comments On any topic. The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

The
’Kahlumnist’
by Dean Kahl

Image makers are America’s product sellers
Personal images are very important in America
They can be a person’s main highlight or biggest downfall.

Melissa Calve
Staff Writer

They became even more important with the invention of the television set.
Believe it or not, former President Richard Nixon
had his hand in the pot for image-making. During his
1972 campaign. he made numerous television advertisements which were done over and over again until they
were perfect.
Nixon paved the way for politicians of the ’80s, who
thrive on television media coverage.
Despite the old proverb, "Don’t judge a book by its
cover." real life is full of prejudged in,,.ks Any mar-
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keter knows that the packaging is one of the most important aspects of a successful product.
The consumer can accept or reject a product just
because of its size, shape and/or colors.
It is this attitude of imaging that helps make up a
successful presidential campaign. Gary Hart. Walter
Mondale and President Reagan are all taking their
punches at creating an effective image for the public.
Hart has been dubbed as the John F. Kennedy of
today. He has that aggressive, youthful look, as opposed
to some of the other candidates, who appear to have
walked out of a lengthy steam bath. This vibrant look is
so appropriate that Hart almost seems like he knows
what he’s talking about.
On the other hand. Mondale seems to have acquired
that hard-working appearance. Pictures consistently
show him with his shirt sleeves rolled up and sweat
pouring down his face. In one picture taken in 1979, he
was shown talking to the people in a refugee camp about
their problems and ways to solve them.
So far, Reagan has thrown the biggest punch in his
almighty leader effect. During his press conferences, he
usually walks out of another room and up to the podium
in front of a drab-looking curtain. Now, his grand entrance is facilitated by two Marines who open the doors
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for him as he walks down a red carpet and up to the po
dium.
The scene is tear-jerking.
Nonetheless, make-up has a great deal to do with a
person’s image. One can remember those posters 01
goddess-like women with silk-smooth skin. Even 72 year-old Reagan. after a little fixing up, looks like he’s
only 65.
Boy George of Culture Club has mistakenly been
named as that bizarre-dressed man with the pretty.
looking face. Pictures reveal that what he really looks
like under all that make-up is a plain-looking guy with
long hair.
A person’s image can not only be deceiving, it can
be unfortunate. A recent article in the Mercury News
showed a San Jose man who was mistaken by deputies
outside of Reno for one of the most wanted men in America.
He was sitting in a brothel one minute, and spreadeagled and handcuffed the next. He matched the descriptions of the suspected killer 5 -feet 11 -inches, 180
pounds. thinning brown hair and a 5-inch scar on his
right ankle. The only difference was that the San Jose
man had a 3-inch scar on his right knee.
His resemblance was so close to the suspected
killer, that authorities did not believe he wasn’t the suspect until the FBI compared fingerprints.
Judging a person on personal image can be a mistake. I’ve been told by friends that I possess a golden
halo that hovers above my head. Little do they know
that the ring of gold is spray -painted stainless steel.

LETTERS

!

All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will be not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs In
Dwight Bente! Hall, or to the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
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Laundrywork
For all of you who forgot your Cliff’s Notes:
ACT ONE
Our hero. The Kahlumnist, sets out on a heroic
journey to rid his dirty clothes of filth and uncleanliness. He appears under the spotlight in center-laundry room looking a tad bewildered. . .
Scene One: The Kahlumnist tosses a pair of
new Levi’s 501s into a washing machine and dumps
the rest of his laundry into an adjacent washer.
Both loads get the hot water treatment and plenty
of Tide.
The Kahlumnist utters his one, but powerful.
line of the first scene: "Measuring cups are for
wimps." He exits.
Half an hour passes. . .
Scene Two: The Kahlumnist returns to the
laundry room. Both washers have ceased operating. The hero lifts the doors on each machine. The
jeans are still soapy and an "unbalanced load" indicator light is shining brightly.
Looking inside the other washer, our hero discovers that a once full load of mostly whites has
transformed into a full load of mostly pinks. Terror
grips his heart. He wants to run to the nearest campus blue light emergency phone and call the University Police for help. This is a job for Mother.
"%!*% c’ is all our hero can say. The tension
is mounting. The Kahlumnist exits . . .mortified
ACT TWO
Our hero encounters two principle characters
(one friend, one foe) who will greatly shape his misadventure. . .the quest for sparkling clean laundry.
Scene One: The Kahlumnist returns to the
scene of the crime with a trusted ally
Clorox.
But, they are met by a female who our hero estimates as potential trouble.
Our hero rescues the soapy 501s, rinses them in
the sink and hides them in a seemingly safe dryer.
The fair maiden gazes at him. She is awed by his
swift effort to saves suffering batch of laundry.
Scene Two: The full load of pinks is in dire need
of The Kahlumnist’s help. He pulls outs pink pair of
courduroy pants and a pink sweatshirt. "These look
thimply thwell," he mutters and quickly reloads the
machine, praying for the Clorox to save his hide.
The pink underwear and sweat socks are in the
worst shape. Their fate lies in The Kahlumnist’s
hands.
The female is smirking and our hero exists,
thinking only, "No time for damsels in distress. The
laundry comes first." It is a short, but emotional
thought.
ACT THREE
Our hero is wishing he had taken his laundry
home to Mother because his hardships have now
caused a headache. He is at an advantage over such
heroes as Beowulf and King Arthur because they
never had Tylenol. But they never had pink underwear either.
The Kahlumnist feels merely mortal plunging
into the "Clueless Collegiate Laundryroom Syndrome."
Scene One: Once again, The Kahlumnist returns to the scene of the crime. He lifts the door to
the washer. The clothes are again white. They are
wet but white. Our hero checks the dryer. The
50Is are dry. The laundry room snafu is under control. Mother was not needed.
Scene Two: Having stayed the laundry room
disorder that he created with his own hands, The
Kahlumnist embarks, on his Spring Vacation with
clean clothes. He is apprehended by nomadic barbarians who need to color their Easter eggs. They
force our hero to loss raw eggs into the hot water
cycle of a washing machine with his regular laundry load. The eggs become hard-boiled and dyed
when The Kahlumnist’s colored clothes run.
The barbarians and everyone else had a lovely
Easter while The Kahlumnist rewashed his laundry.
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Salmon fishing studied
SAN FRANCISCO t AP) Seeking
a consensus on how to save
Uolw1ria] the deWET=
SIM
171MI
pressed salmon fishing industry, the
Pacific Fishery Management Council
was riddled with dissension yesterday
amid talk of a deal between Oregon and
Ca lit orni a

’All California
subpanelists are
concerned that
closures to the north
will force a shift of
effort to
California stocks,
including Sacramento
River fish.’
Richard Hubbard
subpanel chairman
In its report to the council, the
salmon advisory subpanel criticized
any private arrangements that did not
take into account the overall salmon
problems on the West Coast from Canada and Washington to Northern California.
The subpanel met early yesterday
and "wrestled with the question of how
to divide zero and come up with something," Richard Hubbard, chairman of

the subpanel, told the the council. -It
was a frustrating experience."
Proposals being considered in
elude:
v Closing down Northern Califor
nia commercial troll fishing entirely;
v Opening fishing for 90 or more
days;
Opening a test fishing period of
two or three weeks. If a certain rate of
catch were not reached, the season
then would be closed.
"All California subpanelists are
concerned that closures to the north
will force a shift of effort to California
stocks, including Sacramento River
fish," Hubbard told the council.
"We understand that the states of
California and Oregon struck a deal
last night," he continued. "The subpanel had only rumors of the outcome.
Subpanelists resent hearing of new options presented to the council without
having an opportunity to review and MERMr12 1EMI 10M 109
comthnt.
"Pulling the advisers together is
costly. Our advice to you is worthless
unless we have an opportunity to review all options under consideration."
Spokesmen for California and Oregon did not acknowledge whether any
deals had been made, but said discussions were continuing.
The meetings, which continue
through today, are aimed at producing
a salmon management plan, including
dates and other regulations.

River ’protection’ bill backed
SONORA AP) Tuolumne County supervisors
support Tuolumne River
protection legislation by
Rep. Tony Coelho, DMerced, that has attracted
wide criticism from environmentalists.
Supervisors voted 4-1
Tuesday to back the
Merced
congressman’s
bill, which calls for wild
and scenic river status

(2/X e

while allowing new hydroelectric projects with the
consent of Congress.
Coelho’s version and
two alternatives by Rep.
DLehman,
Richard
Fresno, and Rep. Ron Dellums, D-Berkeley, will be
the subject of a House subcommittee hearing May 3.
Lehman’s bill preventing further hydro development on 83 miles of the

main fork of the Tuolumne
River has the support of
Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif.
Coelho’s bill would
allow the Modesto and Turlock irrigation districts to
build their proposed $840
million Ponderosa plant
with congressional backing. It also would protect
Tuolumne County water
rights.
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Nurse sentenced to gas chamber
for overdosing elderly patients
RIVERSIDE ( AP) - A coronary -care
nurse convicted of injecting lethal doses of a
heart relaxant drug into 12 elderly hospital patients at two Riverside County hospitals three
years ago was sentenced yesterday to die in the
gas chamber.
"The court finds that the death penalty
shall be imposed," said Superior Court Judge
John Barnard, who presided over the fivemonth, nonjury trial that focused on complex
medical issues.
Two weeks ago, he found Robert R. Diaz,
46, of Apple Valley, guilty of murder in the rash
of deaths in March and April 1981 at Community Hospital of the Valleys in Perris and San
Gorgonio Pass Hospital in Banning.
Under state law, Diaz faced either capital

punishment or life imprisonment w )(bout parole because multiple murders were involved.
Diaz, his hands folded on the counsel table,
sat expressionless next to his two attorneys as
the verdict was read. His estranged wife, Martha, was in the courtroom but declined to speak
to reporters afterward.
"This didn’t make my day," Deputy Public
Defender Michael Lewis said outside court.
"At his age and with his background. the
deprivation of freedom Mr. Diaz will undergo
with a sentence of life will be a much more severe penalty than for most who come with a
history of incarceration," he had argued.
But Deputy District Attorney Patrick Magers, who sought the death penalty. called Diaz
was "nothing but a killer."

Funds targeted
for toxic clean-up
SACRAMENTO (AP)
The Assembly toxics committee approved $400 million in bonds Tuesday to help
clean up hazardous waste dumps and establish a team of
state attorneys to help prosecute cases.
The bills, sent to the Ways and Means Committee, are
among more than 80 before the Legislature this year on
toxic wastes, called by many "the issue of the 1980s."
The two bond bills represent a tenuous bipartisan agreement on a suggestion made in January by Republican
Gov. George Deukmejian.
Deukmejian proposed putting before November voters a $300 million general obligation bond issue to provide
"up front" money lo clean up some of the worst hazardous waste sites.
The Legislature two years ago approved the state
"superfund," which taxes firms that currently dump hazardous wastes to provide $10 million a year for cleanups
to match the federal "superfund" money.
But many of the sites need expensive cleanups
quickly, even while long lawsuits are being pursued to
find those responsible.
One bill, AB3181 by Assemblyman Patrick Johnston,
D-Stockton, would put on the November ballot a $300 million general obligation bond issue. The companion bill,
AB3121 by Assemblyman William Filante, R-Greenbrae,
would allow the state to sell $100 million in revenue bonds,
which do not have lobe approved by the voters.

Segregation laws disputed
SAN
FRANCISCO
t AP) - The 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals was
urged Tuesday to reinstate
the Los Angeles Unified
School district as a defendant in a 1981 school
segregation case so black
children can seek a chance
"to get an equal education."
Thomas Atkins, attorney for the Los Angeles National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People, asked the eleven
judges rehearing its request to overturn part of a
Sept. 1 three-judge appeals
court panel’s ruling.
In dismissing the district from the suit, the
panel said the plaintiffs
could not retry a charge

that the district was intentionally segregated until
Sept. 10, 1981.
An identical claim, in
the Crawford vs. Board of
Education case, was decided in state courts the
same day with approval of
a desegregation plan for
the district, the panel explained.
The three judges said
the NAACP could, however, assert the district
had been unlawfully segregated after the 1981 date
They also held the governor was immune from such
a suit, but not the California Education Department, the state Board of
Education and the state
School Superintendent.
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Formal sentencing is scheduled for May 4.
An appeal is automatic in capital -punishment
sentences.
No motive for the killings was established,
during the trial.
Prosecutors contended that Diaz injected
fatal doses of lidocaine
a heart relaxant
into the patients while working temporary
stints in the coronary-care units of the two hospitals.

Ex-justice violates ban
carry the force of law, but they are
usually followed by state and local officials until a court rules otherwise.
However, Roche said it would probably takes court order to oust Newman
because the university’s general counsel disagrees with the attorney general’s position.
"Somebody would probably have to
figure out some way to sue to test it,"
Roche said in an interview. "Maybe
(they could) bring a taxpayer’s action
to prevent payment of salary or something."

Former
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Supreme Court Justice Frank Newman
violated the state Constitution when he
left the court to resume his career as a
University of California law professor,
the attorney general’s office said Tuesday.
In a written legal opinion, Deputy
Attorney General Clayton Roche said
the move violated a ban against judges
resigning to take non-judicial public
jobs during the middle of their terms.
Newman, who resigned from the
court in December, 1982, was serving a
term that expires in January 1991. He
was replaced by Appeals Court Justice
Joseph Grodin.
The opinion was requested by state
Sen. H.L. Richardson, and a frequent
critic of the Supreme Court’s liberal
majority.
Roche, in answering Richardson’s
question, said Article VI, section 17 of
the California Constitution "does prohibit a Supreme Court justice who resigns...before the expiration of his or
her term from accepting a public teaching position ...."
Attorney general’s opinions do not

Lilia Villanueva, a university
spokeswoman, said the university
would ignore the opinion. She said the
school’s general counsel, Donald Reidhaar, "believes the attorney general’s
opinion is an incorrect interpretation of
the constitution."
"As far as what the university will
do, it does not plan to do anything at
this point," she said. "As far as the university is concerned, Professor Newman is properly employed as a member of the faculty at the University of
California."
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-The only mitigating circumstance that
can be gleaned is the absence of force and violence and the absence of a prior felony conviction." Magers said. "Because of his special position, he had an opportunity to kill, apparently
for his own amusement or enjpyment ."
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Jobs vary for business grads

Business school
financial degree

By Carl Miller
Business graduates should not anticipate using their degrees in the textbook
manner with no variation to the job description, according to Margaret Wilkes.
business adviser in the Career Planning
and Placement Centers.
The three most popular business majors, accounting, marketing and management can be interchanged. Wilkes said,
Because there are so many different
specialties within the broad field of business, Wilkes said it is the "common core"
of the business students education which is
the significant qualification to employers,
not the specific major.
There is one common question a prospective employer asks a student no matter what his or her major is, and it is
"What area do you want to specialize in?"
Even though students chose specific

to be proposed
By Cheri Barton
A new degree in financial planning will be pro.
posed at SJSU within the next two months, according to Michael Owen, regional vice president and
senior financial planner for Southmark Financial
Services.
If the plan is approved, students will be able to
receive a B.A. in financial planning, a degree which
currently no other school offers, said Owen, who
will make the proposal.
However, the School of Business’s Accounting
and Finance Department, said there are no plans to
change its curriculum.
Owen, who was the guest speaker at the SJSU
chapter of the Financial Management Association’s
meeting yesterday in the Student Union Almaden
Room, is going to be co-teaching a series of classes
at West Valley College in financial planning this
fall.
"I’m hoping to hire a lot of people out of that
class," Owen said.
The course will be worth seven units, and will
be the "hardest seven units you’ll ever take," he
said.
"It’s going to be like combining your three
hardest classes in your college career and taking
them in four months. . . I tell students at the beginning of the class that most of them still won’t be
there by the end," he said.
Owen decided to try to get colleges to accept his
financial planning program because he said he was
finding it increasingly difficult to take four to five
months to train someone coming into the company.
"The program will be widely known and it will
set a baseline for competence for financial planning
in the industry," Owen said.
He is also proposing a second plan to offer three
financial planning classes worth three units each at
SJSU. He said he’d like to have about 400 to 500 students entering the program.

Students told to be choosy
academic fields, Wilkes said those who
will soon be entering the job market
should remember they have to look at
themselves as total people. It is important
students avoid labeling themselves with
their degrees.
Business graduates probably have a
greater chance of finding a job in business
than other graduates have of finding jobs
in their fields, Wilkes said,although fields
with strong industries, such as engineering, science and mathematics also
provide students with good entry possibilities.

Contrary to popular belief, mciney is
not the single most important element
which seals a committment to a field or
job. Business students seeking employment do not always take the highest paying job.
"If a business student gets five job offers," he doesn’t "always take the highest
paying one," Wilkes said.
Promotional opportunity, company location, and working environment are
some of the elements business graduates
should consider, she said.
In a 1982 survey conducted by the Ca-

reer Planning and Placement Center, in
which half of that years’s graduates responded, only 53 percent of accounting,
marketing and management majors taken
together obtained jobs relating to their degree.
Individually, accounting majors fared
the best, 70 percent gaining employment
using their degree, while 78 percent of all
business graduates found employment of
some type.
Wilkes suggested to business students
who are near graduation to take some
time alone to decide their likes and dis-likes and to make a list of them. Wilkes.
said that there are 20,000 possible job
types in the market and students should.
try to determine what fields they would he
happiest in.

S.F. muni workers arrested in drug raid
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) San Francisco police areight of them from the San
rested 16 people Tuesday
Francisco Municipal Railway on drug, weapons, stolen
property or other counts, police reported.
Two of the Muni workers were later released for lack
of evidence, but the others were jailed, according to police spokesman Sgt. John Hennessy.
Announcement of the Mum employee arrests came
Tuesday at a news conference with Police Chief Con Murphy in his Hall of Justice office. He said the raids and arrests followed undercover buys of drugs including heroin
and cocaine.
The raids took place between 4:30 a.m. and about 10
a m., Hennessy said.
Murphy said as he spoke other arrest warrants were

The Financial Management Association offered Owen its support in getting the proposals established.
Most of the people Owen said he hires at Southmark Financial Services have business degrees or
are corporate finance people who want to work for
themselves. The planners at Southmark have their
own clients.

being served, and later Hennessy announced another
eight people jailed, none of them Muni employees.
Murphy told the crowded news conference the Muni
arrests involved a "drug community" within the Muni
system, but that it was "not a organized community." He
labeled the entire alleged operation "small time."
In a joint statement, Rudy Nothenberg, general manager of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission,
and Muni General Manager Harold Geissenheimer said:
"This investigation followed complaints from other
Muni employees who felt that their work was being compromised by individuals using and dealing narcotics."
The officials stressed that they retained "the utmost
confidence in the .. . professional integrity and dedication of the vast majority of Muni employees."
The chief alleged that undercover police made drug

buys from the accused, who included drivers and maintenance men. He said most transactions were at Muni
yards, but some took place in homes.
Hennessy said the following Muni employees were
booked for investigation: Charles Coleman, alleged pos;
session of stolen property, possession of a weapon and
possession of concentrated marijuana; Steve Brown, possession of narcotics; Carl Washington, possession of narcortics for sale; Vincent Anderson, no counts specified,
and another two people arrested with no connection to the
drug raids. No ages were provided.
Hennessy said the eight others arrested, none of them
Muni employees, were found at the residences being
raided.
"They were visiting and were in possession of drugs
or weapons, things of that nature," he said.
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S.F. clinic still free after 17 years
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Ur.
David
Smith’s Free Clinic, born in the 1960s out of the
needs of the city’s flower children, is shill ministering to its diverse patients, among them
children with names like Moonbeam and Stargaze.
"Still free after all these years
that’s
Owl the sign says," says Smith, who exudes
the calmness of a trusted family physician. "It
worked then, and it still works."
’ In an examining room in the main clinic.
Smith has preserved a mural that he calls his
"60s wall" a stream -of-consciousness, mishmash of colors, free-form designs and bare-

’The original philosophy of
our clinic was and still is
that health care is a right,
not a privilege . .
Dr. David Smith
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chested women that flowed from the mind of an
artist on LSD.
That was the trip of choice on Haight Street
when Smith opened his door in June 1967.
Smith and his non-profit clinic have continued to specialize in the field of drug addiction.
Bid the clinic also has branched out into areas
such as women’s health and acupuncture.
, In 1967, Smith, now 45, was a young doctor
bound for a career in academic medicine. But
he lived in the heart of a community where the
spirit of the 1960s was born, and like many of

his generation, he was touched and changed.
"Initially, this clinic was an extension of a
civil rights perspective," Smith recalled.
"There were several thousand flower children
who came to the Haight using drugs, and the
system was very opposed to them and denied
them medical care.
"The original philosophy of our clinic was
and still is that health care is a right, not a privilege, and that people who have a different lifestyle than you should not be denied health care
because you disapprove of their lifestyle," said
Smith.
The clinic’s success can be measured by
one statistic: it has had more than 500,000 patient visits in its 17 years.
Smith can remember when the landlords
who owned the now -refurbished Victorian
homes would rather sell than rent, when police
cracked heads and when rock singer Janis Joplin used to show up at the clinic.
From 1965 to 1967, the Haight was in the
throes of a counter-culture revolution, and
Smith spent much of his time talking hippies
thrdugh bad trips. In 1968, the scene turned
ugly.
"Along came the speed freaks and heroin
addicts, and things got really rough down
here," Smith said. "But just because it stopped
being nice flower children and started being
hard-core heroin addicts and speed freaks with
addictive disease, health care ( was still) a
right and not a privilege, and the system didn’t
have the right to put them in jail because of
their disease."
The clinic modified its program to deal
with the addicts and the "speed reaks," or

amphetamine abusers. But the clientele continued to change. As the flower children moved
aside for the addicts, so the addicts gave way
to a far more middle-class and diverse patient
load.
"Addicted nurses, physicians, cocaineabusing stockbrokers, street people, alcoholics, gays," Smith said, rattling them off. "Medically, we’re even treating second-generation
flower children ... a whole generation of kids
with names like ’Moonbeam’ and ’Stargaze.’
We’re like a community clinic to that group, in
the sense that the Free Clinic has been their
health-care delivery system ever since they
were born."
The clinic, located in several different
buildings within a three-block area, employs 40
staff members and attracts hundreds of volunteers. It’s organized in eight divisions, including a women’s health center, a drug detoxification center, an acupuncture center, an
administrative center and a rock medicine section that provides care at crowd events.
The city’s Free Clink inspired the formation of many similar clinics around the country. One federally-supported program of community health centers provides $337 million a
year to support centers run by 560 organizations, mainly in rural areas or poor inner-city
neighborhoods. These centers provide basic
primary care for 4.5 million people a nd operate
on a sliding fee scale, with charges based on
patients’ ability to pay, according to Tim Ray
of the U.S. Public Health Service in Washington.

85% survival chance
given test-tube triplets
SAN DIEGO (AP)
The first set
of test-tube triplets born in the United
States have an 85 percent chance of surviving and going home, their father
says he’s been told.
The babies were born prematurely
April 6 at the Naval Regional Medical
Center to Paul Lusk of Bellevue, Wash.
and his wife, Debra Styles -Lusk of San
Diego.
"They were awfully small," Mrs.
Styles-Lusk told reporters in a news
conference Tuesday. "I really hadn’t
visualized what two-pound babies look
like."
She said all her babies. Rachael
Mae, Pamela Marie and Jefferson
Lloyd, are doing well. Pamela is
breathing on her own and could go
home in a month.
But all still weigh less than three
pounds and are being monitored constantly in the Naval hospital’s intensive
care ward.
Lusk is a Navy sonar instructor at
San Diego’s submarine base.
The couple had delayed talking to
reporters, then decided to see everyone
at once on Tuesday.
"We simply weren’t prepared for
the attention, all the calls," Mrs.
Styles-Lusk said. "I need time to spend
with my babies, which is the most important thing tome.

"We didn’t start out to make medical history," she said. "We just wanted
to have children."
Her Fallopian tubes, where sperm egg fertilization takes place, were
blocked, and surgery performed 2,2
years ago to open the tubes was unsuccessful.
"This was the only way," Lusk
said.
In the in vitro process, the eggs are
harvested from the mother’s ovaries,
placed in a laboratory dish and fertilized with sperm from the father. Then
the eggs are implanted surgically in the
mother’s uterus.
With luck, one egg will develop int.,
a fetus. But in the Lusks’ case, three
eggs survived.
"My head was bouncing on the ceiling," Lusk said about his reaction during the Caesarean delivery. "And when
I heard all three of them cry for the
first time, I was ecstatic. I knew that
was a good sign."
The triplets were delivered at 2))
weeks of gestation, 12 weeks short of
the normal 40 weeks.
All three suffered a lung problem
common in premature babies but only
Rachael still remains on a ventilator.
The world’s first set of triplets produced by in vitro fertilization were born
last year in Australia.
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Airman discharged
for religious beliefs
LAS VEGAS, Nev. AP The re ease of a Nellis Air Force Base airman
from duty because of his religious beliefs could set a dangerous precedent,
an Air Force officer told a federal mag’strate Tuesday.
Maj. Chester Morgan expressed
the concern in a hearing before U.S.
Magistrate Elliott Settler as representatives of the American Civil Liberties
Union sought the release of Nellis airman Daniel Shy.
Shy belongs to the House of the
.
Lord Ministry at Shiloh, a 12-member
church at Chloride, Ariz. In seeking a
discharge from the Air Force late last
year he contended his religion believes
saluting the flag is a form of idolatry
and that the Bible forbids women from
*holding positions over men.
Shy, 21, is the fourth member of the
’
church to seek a discharge from the Air
,Force. Shy and Sgt. Jose Velasco applied for discharges, were denied, arid
court-martialed. Two others were previously given discharges.

Velasco was recently released
from custody after serving two months
but Shy has another 31 days to serve on
his four-month court martial sentence.
Morgan told Sattler that Shy’s release could set a bad precedent.
"What about tomorrow, if someone
becomes dissatisfied with the service
and decides in his religion, black people
are the descendants of Cain and he cannot obey orders from black people. Is
he entitled to a discharger
Gilbert Gaynor, an ACLU attorney,
argued that Shy should be discharged.
"No one questions that Shy is asserting sincere religious beliefs," Gaynor said. "This is not a sham or a pretext."
Gaynor said the court martial violated Shy’s constitutional right to freedom of religion.
Settler said he would prepare written recommendations, which will be
ruled upon by a U.S. District Court
judge at a later date.
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De Lorean tapes’ erasure upsets judge
LOS ANGELES (AP) The
judge in the John Z. De Lorean
trial, obviously disturbed by a
tardy disclosure of erasures on
government tape recordings, deMended a sworn declaration from
an informant yesterday and
warned prosecutors he would consider "additional steps" if necessary.
U.S. District Judge Robert
Taksugi told the two government
prosecutors the matter "could become significant."
Defense attorneys, declaring
there has been blatant destruction
of evidence crucial to De Lorean’s
cocaine trafficking trial, said it
could be cause for dismissal of all

charges against the automaker.
"This case has been unalterably tainted and probably should
be thrown out at this point," De
Lorean attorney Donald Re told
the judge.
"This trial may never take
place and should not take place."
said chief defense attorney Howard Weitzman.
The 59-year-old De Lorean, on
trial charged with cocaine trafficking, sat quietly at the counsel
table as his attorneys denounced
government prosecutors in loud
voices and called the disclosure
"one of the most disturbing aspects of this case."

The two prosecutors, Assistant U.S. Attorneys James Walsh
and Robert Perry, conceded they
knew long ago that their informant, convicted drug dealer and
perjurer James Timothy Hoffman, had "re-recorded" voices
over portions of audio tapes in
their evidence against De Lorean.
But they insisted they considered
the erasures "insignificant" and
never reported them to the court
or the defense team.
"We regret we did not tell the
defense about this earlier," said
Perry, who inadvertently set off
the furor of protest by mentioning
the erasures Tuesday during
questioning of a prospective juror

for the trial.
Defense attorneys immediately protested, telling the judge
outside the jurors’ presence: "We
have never heard this before."
The prosecutors insisted the
only things taped over were "non contact" calls in which Hoffman
reched De Lorean’s secretary or
receptionist.
De Lorean, the celebrity automaker who launched an ill-fated
car plant in Northern Ireland was
arrested in Los Angeles on Oct. 19,
1962, and charged with conspiring
to distribute $24 million worth of
cocaine to save the failing company.
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Pressure is on Wilcox star
SJSU coaches hope Hawkins can recover from injury
By Joe Roderick
Eric Hawkins hasn’t even graduated from high school
yet, and already the vultures are hovering overhead waiting to swoop down and take a chunk out of him.
He’s like a guy stumbling in the hot desert. The birds
circle around him, waiting for him to hit the sand.
The vultures are in the form of boosters and fans who
want instant production from a highly acclaimed incoming freshman like Hawkins. But he might not even get a
sniff of action his freshman year

’had to bend it for me. It was real painful. I don’t take pain
too well.
Hawkins also got a pain in his heart when he watched
the recruiters close up their briefcases and tuck the letter-of-intents away. The recruiters and other observers
had hung out all over the place at Wilcox. They were there
at practice. They were there at games. They might have
even lurked in the dark corridors. waiting for a chance to
grab Hawkins for a minute. "Hey kid, come over here for
a minute. Just sign here on the dotted line and we’ll set
you up for life."
But the recruiters packed up their tents when word
leaked out Hawkins injured a knee. A knee injury in high
school might as well mean you’re destined to tell stories
to your beer buddies about how you almost made it.
Amazingly, there were a few scouts who remained.
The University of Hawaii was still there. So was the University of Arizona and Washington State.
"They were all interested in me," Hawkins said.
"But when they found out about the knee, they weren’t interested anymore."
Sepulveda was getting used to the hoopla. In a way,
he loved the attention. "Eric had everybody out here. Nebraska was even looking at him. He was a jewel."
Hawkins knew his chances of landing a full -ride
hadn’t slipped away when he got injured. It’s just that
Washington State and Arizona didn’t look as enticing as a
Nebraska or a UCLA.
But there was still Hawaii, hardly a football power.
yet a tropical paradise. Although those three schools were
a possibility, Hawkins didn’t want to leave the area. California would be nice. So would Santa Clara. Hey, what
about San Jose State?
"When it came down to the nitty-gritty. Eric wanted
to stay close to home," Sepulveda said. "He got a little
chicken."
But since SJSU was going through a coaching change,
Hawkins wasn’t on the Spartans’ list and the Spartans
weren’t on Hawkins’ list. either. SJSU, now under the
Claude Gilbert regime, had enticed 21 junior college
transfers into its program.
A day after the announcement of the signings. Spartan coaches checked how many scholarships were left.
One more scholarship remained.
Now, who could they use it on? "We just wanted to recruit the best available athlete," Gilbert said. "Eric’s
name came up. We contacted him and spent a couple of
days with him. We decided to give him a scholarship. It
was a real quick signing."
Hawkins is glad he’ll stay close to home, rather than
journey to some far off land, with unfamiliar faces and
unfamiliar surroundings. "I know everybody around
here," he said. "This way, I won’t get lost."
Now that all the paperwork has been pushed aside,
it’s just a matter of waiting it out. Hawkins can’t run yet.
he can’t participate on his high school track team either.
a fact that eats at him.
"I think I miss running track the most."
Hawkins is no lumbering giant on the track. He can
run an 11.0 100 meters and a 22.0 220 yards. while leaping
23 feet in the long jump.
He still makes an appearance on the track occasinn-

Football
They’ll watch Hawkins during the fall. They’ll watch
the 5-foot -10, 195-pounder run drills, looking for that little
something that will convince them he’s a gem. If he slips
up slightly, they’ll wonder what made SJSU offer him a
full -ride out of high school.
"He can’t be pushed too hard," Spartan offensive
coordinator Terry Shea said. "People can’t expect a lot
out of him at first. A lot of young running backs get off to
shaky start when they’re pushed too hard. He can be a
great back, but just give him time."
But don’t tell Hawkins, currently a senior at Wilcox
High School in Santa Clara, that he might be spoon fed for
a couple of years. "I want to play real bad." he said. "I
want to run a lot. Right now.! just want to run, run, run."
Hawkins. despite rolling up big numbers at Wilcox,
wasn’t really able to let loose like he wanted to. If it were
up to him, the Wilcox playbook would have been laced
with Hawkins off-tackle left. Hawkins off-tackle right.
Hawkins on a trap. Hawkins on a draw. Hawkins on a
screen pass.
He gained nearly 1,700 yards his junior year, but averaged only 16 carries a game. "I never got the chance to
run, run, run. They always pulled me out when we were
killing somebody. I just wanted to run the ball as much as
I could. I wanted to do it, but I never got the chance."
Hawkins did get enough of a chance to gain 2,357
yards in 1,z seasons, while scoring 35 touchdowns. He was
just beginning to get started his senior year when he suffered ligament damage in his left knee running back a
kickoff.
,
What was one of the premier running backs in North’
em California doing running back a kick? "I got the ball a
’lot in the first half, but 1 didn’t get it that much in the second half," Hawkins said. "I was kind of mad. I wanted the
ball more. During that kickoff, I told them to give me the
ball."
And Hawkins got more than just the ball. He made a
pivot to his left, exposing his leg to a kamikaze man on the
return team. Before Hawkins had a chance to make a
move, he was flat on his back.
"He just got hit on the side of his knee." Wilcox head
coach John Sepulveda said. "He went one way and the
knee went the other way."
Initially, the injury didn’t seem severe. "The paramedics said it was a bruised knee," Hawkins said. "It
didn’t even hurt then."
Hawkins hasn’t run since, but the rehabilitation is
nearly complete. He can straighten his leg out almost all
the way now. "Before. I couidn’t even bend it The doctor

Eric Hawkins, currently a senior at Wilcox
High School, gained nearly 2,400 yards dur-

Ron Fried
ing his two-year career. Ile is the only prep
player SJSU Signed for the 1984 season.

ally. Sometimes, he messes around with the discus throwers. "He can’t spin around because of the knee, but he can
throw the thing 125 feet just scaling (without spinning)
it," Sepulveda said.
Hawkins has done some things on the football field
that Sepulveda loves to talk about too. "I’ve seen him hit
people it was unbelievable.
"I’ll tell you about one game. We were behind late in
the first half, and we intercepted a pass. On the first play.
Eric ran 46 yards to the two-yard line. He got tackled, got
up and called 1 imeout and we kicked a field goal.
"I think San Jose got a real jewel. He was the top runner in the state his junior year. Nobody could have
touched him his senior year if he didn’t get hurt. Guys like
(Jefferson High of Daly City’s) Tyreese Knox couldn’t
hold Eric’s jock."
The Spartan people know they’ve found a plum, but
they’re not calling Hawkins the next Gerald Willhite yet.
"He’s going to have a tough time adjusting," Shea
said. "But any high school players has difficulties adjusting. Our system is very unique. If this were just a running

offense, he’d be able to adjust more easily."
I,
And then there’s the question of whether the knee,svill
hold up after a couple of hits by bruising college lineman.
"There are risks involved." Shea said. "But I Mink
those risks are in our favor."
lithe knee shows any signs of weakening. Gilb,ert
won’t hesitate to red-shirt him. "That’s a possibility," he
said.
There’s also the possibility the knee injury may be too
severe to continue playing football. "We don’t like to
worry about that," Gilbert said. "If he can’t play, we’ll let
him continue his education here. It’s just one scholarship.
It’s not like it’s going to change the destiny of our team.".
Hawkins, of course, is sure he’ll be able to play either
this year or next. "The doctors say my left knee is
stronger than my right knee now. They tightened things
up in there.
"1 think I’ll be in excellent shape. If not, I’ll have to
red-shirt a year, and work hard for next season. But rigbt
now. I just want to get out there and test the knee out. I
want to run again."
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Be a Star!
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(Bud Only)
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of your THESIS, RESUMES, and more!
on our 100o Cotton Bond or other line papers.
Binding 8 Gold Stamping Available.
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OPEN SATURDAYS TOO!

PASSPORT PHOTOS

4-11 Sat. & Sun
expires 5,15,81

Coupon Per Purchase

481 E. San Carlo*
295-5511

SJSU
RESIDENCE HALLS
Applications for the
1984/85 academic year
AVAILABLE BEGINNING

APRIL 16, 1984
Housing Office located in
375 So. 9th Street
Joe West Hall
MUST SHOW STUDENT ID CARD
(Not Applicable to Returning Residents)

93 Paso* de San Antonio
(at 3rd St.) 295-4336
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QUALITY KODAK COPIES

150E. San Carlos, S.J.
( By Mens Gym)
292-2840
L..

kinky’s copies
the electronic printshop

with any size pizza

11-11 M-F
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GRANDE
PIZZERIA

June 16

GMAT
Cali Days

Evenings &

Weekends

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Hen? Seleclion of SCIP1144Firtinn in South Kin

RENO (702) 329-5315

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The county’s Rig Kook.tore

DAVIS 19161

BOOKS INC.

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
IIENKEUEY (415) 849-4044
For Information About Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Major US Cities & Abroad SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 433-1763
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE. 200.223.1752

42(1 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
(*Tx EvEs wEEK ENDS. 241-6262
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Semester
at Sea
Departs in February from
Fr Lauderdale and in September
from Seattle with stops in Japan,
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka,
India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and Spain.

753-4800

Educational Center

I
THERE ARE nvo SIDES TO
I, BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.440

’sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offer,
.1 full semester of academic credit to qualified students aboard the
floating campus
More than 60 voyage.related courses are available with faculty
drawn from leading universities in the U.S. and augmented by area
experts from the countries visited.
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And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurs(
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

el Sea Arnoft studems w.mhout roisrd In r okw, rat efe ,,.pd
I or I ornpleie details, write Sernester at Sea, UCIS. University ol
l’ ItIshurgh.
orb., Qaadra nqle Pittsburgh. PA 15260 or I, all toll
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ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE

Enioy the flexibility we can offer. From a few hours
a week to several months over the summer.
Secretarial PBX
File Clerks
Clerical
Accounting Clerks
Word Processors
A/P-A/R
Food ServiceProduction
Warehouse
Ship/Receive Drafters
Computer Operators/
RNs LVNs
Nurses Aides

II

Summer Jobs
Daily Interviews
8 am to 5 pm

Manpower Offices:
2960 Stevens Creek Blvd
4333 El Camino Real
2684 BerryeSsa Road
Oakridge Mall I Open EVPS &
146 East Iowa Street
480 South Ellsworth
1*9 Rancho Del Mar
701 South Main Street
299 Webster Street

WkdnS)

San Jose
Palo Alto
San Jose
San Jose
Sunnyvale
San Mateo
Aptos
Salinas
Monterey

MANPONEIT
TEMPORARY SERVICES

Equal opportunity employe; limity.
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SJSU signs more recruits

- By Monte Poole
Two of the finest basketball players in the state, one
from the community college ranks and one from the high
school ranks, will enter the SJSU basketball program in
,thc fall.
Ontario Johnson, the state Community College
Asiiyer of the Year from El Camino College in Southern

Basketball
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tplifornia, and Reggie Owens, who led Oceanside High of
’ San Diego to the Southern California Division II title,
signed letters-of-intent yesterday, according to the SJSU
Sports Information Office.
SJSU will sign more players in the days to come, as
there are still two scholarships remaining for the basketball program.
"Both players (Johnson and Owens) can make their
presence known immediately," said SJSU basketball
coach Bill Berry.
Johnson, a 6-foot guard, averaged 15.9 points and 5.1
assists per game for El Camino this season. He led his
team to the state Community College Championships;
where it was eliminated in the semi-finals by eventual
winner San Joaquin Delta.
Considered a classic point guard by people who have
seen him play, Johnson’s disciplined style of play fit in
well at El Camino under defensive-minded coach Paul
Landreaux. In addition to the points and assists he compiled. Johnson is also the type of player who can provide
the leadership intangibles so necessary for any team to
succeed.
’ "Ontario is an experienced point guard and were
counting on him heavily at that position," Berry said.
"He’s an instant kelp to us at the guard position.
"Ontario likes to play both ends of the floor, and he
shows leadership, poise and is an excellent athlete."
Others were equally impressed with Johnson.
-He passes well, he shoots well - he’s just a solid allaround player who does everything well," Mike Hiserman of the Los Angeles Times said.
Owens is 6-foot-7 forward-center who averaged 19.4
points, 13.8 rebounds and four blocked shots per game.
His commitment to SJSU gives the Spartans two prize recruits from the San Diego area in two years. Last year
Stony Evans made the move north to SJSU and walked off
with the PCAA’s Freshman of the Year honor.
Oceanside, compiling a 27-2 record in winning the
SoUthern California Division ll championship, lost to

SJSU’s Men’s Volleyball Club will play a scrimmage
match at 5 tonight against the University of California,
Santa Cruz. For more information call Pat Murray at 9950910.
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Modesto in the state championship game four weeks ago
at the Oakland Coliseum. But Owens’ solid performance
may have been enough to convince Berry of his value.
If Owens fulfills his tremendous promise, the Spartans may be able to create their own version of bookend
forwards to pick up where California State University,
Fresno left off with the departures of Bernard Thompson
and Ronnie Anderson.
Both players come to the program with sore necks
from wearing the laurels that have been bestowed upon
them.
Johnson, in addition to being named CC Player of the
Year by the California Community College Coaches Association, also received the Metro Conference’s Player of
the Year award. Last year, as a freshman, he was named
to the Community College All -State basketball team.
Owens was named to the All-State and All -San Diego
City teams, as well as the California Interscholastic Federation’s Southern section tournament team.
"Reggie is really physical and an excellent athlete.
He’s got good ball skills and is very explosive for a kid his
size," Berry said. "He may be the sleeper of the year in
the state.’’
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Having Johnson and Owens in the program gives the
Spartans five recruits, so far. The three players who committed during the early signing period in November are:
Bryan Holt, a 6-4 guard from Aptos, Dan Curry, a 6-8 center from Armijo High in Fairfield and 6-5 Guy Hatfield
from Bellarmine.

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

Palassou honored
SJSU
gymnastics
standout Roy Palassou has
won another award.
On Wednesday, Palossou was named the winner
of the Nissen Award, gymnastic’s version of the
Heisman Trophy.
Palassou was named
PCAA Gymnast of the
Year after winning every
event at the PCAA Finals
March 17 in Fullerton. The
senior also won the all
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around competition at the
Invitational
Pacific-10
March 24.
The Nissen Award is
presented by the National
Association of College
Gymnastics Coaches. Winners are selected by a committee of coaches and gymnastics officials. The first
award was presented in
1966.
See tomorrow’s Daily
for more on Palassou.
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Students For Peace and the Mid-Peninsula Conversion Project will present The San Francisco Mime Troup
in "Steeltown," a musical play at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at
the Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is $6. For more
information call Casey Davis at 297-2299 or the Mid-Peninsula Conversion Project at (415) 968-8798.
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TOMS UP ,
my MAP

Rocio at 277-2427.
The Community Committee for International Students will provide conversational English tutoring from 1
to 3 p.m. today and tomorrow in Administration Building
Room 206. For more information call Muriel at 277-3690 or
277-3691.

The Hispanic Business Association will hold a car
wash Saturday. For more information call Manuel Solis
at 277-3106.

SJSU Students with Hart will hold an open meeting at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more
information call Weslee Howell at 277-8963.

The Chicano Commencement Committee will hold an
important meeting all p.m. tomorrow at the S.U. Council
Chambers. For more information call Rosa at 277-3554 or

The Biological Studies Society will feature speaker

5.,; HERE .5
THE IREL,

eg

Paul Doughty, who will demonstrate the harmful side effects of "Glade" at 10 a.m. tomorrow at Duncan Hall
Room 234. For more information call Mark or Dave at
277-8861

SPARTAGUIDE
The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a
discussion on the "Cross-Cultural Nature of the Gospel"
from 7 p.m. to 8:30 tonight in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
For more information call Mark Houseman at 293-4773.

Dean Fortunati

Martin the Spartan
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Forum on Rec Center
draws small turn -out

Around other campuses

Group delays facility
A hotel/sports complex at California State University, Fullerton, expected to begin contruction in February 1983, is undergoing what will
probably be its last court battle,
according to the campus paper, the
Daily Titan.
The 816.7 million dollar project, in
the planning stages for about five
years, received city approval in December 1982 and was expected to begin
construction in February 1983.
But in January 1983, the Cal StateFullerton Coalition for Student Action
asked for retraction of the project’s approval because it claimed the project
lacked an adequate environmental impact report required under guidelines
of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
The group named developer RJS
Development of Houston. the city of
Fullerton, Cal State-Fullerton and the
California State University Board of
Trustees in the suit.
The Orange County Superior Court
last April denied the coalition’s request
for retraction of the project’s approval.
There have also been hearings by the
Fullerton Redevelopment Agency.
At this hearing, Fullerton representative Rick (Merman said that the

city did prepare preliminary reports on
traffic and noise that "sufficiently assessed environmental impact."
He based his. argument on two
precedents. One stated when "all the
environmental concerns of a project
have been brought forth in legal proceedings, the CEQA cannot be challenged," (Newberry Springs Water Association v. San Bernardino County.
1984) and the other where the plaintiff
fails to produce evidence of any negative environmental impact no basis
for legal action exists (Sea 81 Sage Audubon Society v. Planning Commission.)
The coalition’s attorney. Gregory’
Rile, said those cases "do not contain
relevant facts. The hotel situation
should be studied individually and the
unique environmental factors surrounding it be considered."
If this court’s decision, which will
hopefully be announced around the end
of the month, is in favor of the hotel/sports complex, the coalition may
appeal to the State Supreme Court
However, that body is not obligated to
hear all cases it is presented.
Around other campuses is corn
piled by staff writer Jessica Paioff

New developments
postpone final vote

continued from page 1

forums. At least the people who showed
up were able to express their ideas, he
said.
"Everyone has their own point and
is free to make it," Gehrke said.
The construction of the Rec Center
has been a controversial issue since it
came into planning in October 1981 by
Tony Robinson, then A.S. president.
Construction for the $17 million Rec
Center is scheduled to begin in June
1985 and be completed in 19117.

suggestions, he said.
"We’re negotiating, but nothing
really new was discussed (in the
forum)," he said.
Fred Krumbein, a senior majoring
in computer math and a member of
Tau Delta Phi, the scholastic honor fraternity which co-sponsored the forum
with the A.S. Program Board, said he
wished more people would come to the

Strict new drug laws approved
Legislation to
SACRAMENTO (API
send more marijuana growers to prison. drastically increase penalties for some drug dealers, and allow first -degree murder charges in
cases of fatal child abuse, was approved by a
Senate committee Tuesday.
The marijuana bill, SB1695 by Sen. Ray
Johnson, Ind. -Roseville, is sponsored by Gov.
George Deukmejian.
Except in unusual cases where probation
would be allowed, it would require a prison
term of 16 months or two or three years for
anyone convicted of growing more than 50

nance Committee
The committee also voted 10-0 for SB1857
by Sen. Art Torres, D-Los Angeles, a bill that
could result in sentences of 50 years or more
for certain drug dealers or manufacturers.

marijuana plants or more than 20 pounds of
processed marijuana. Current law leaves a
judge free to impose a prison sentence, a jail
term or probation.
Larry Briskin of the California Public Defenders Association objected that the bill could
apply to someone caught growing 50 marijuana
seedlings, which woultil be defined as plants.
But Johnson, whode rural district has been
the site of many raids on marijuana growers,
said, "I think we have to get tough in this business."
The Senate Judiciary Committee approved
the bill on a 6-0 vote, sending it to the Senate Fi-

For anyone convicted of making or selling
narcotics or PCP, also known as angel dust, or
possessing them for sale, the prison sentence
would be increased by five years for each prior
felony drug conviction. The sentences for a
wide range of drug crimes would be increased
by a year and would be doubled for a second
conviction and tripled for a third.

-

continued from page 1
being built by a partnership consisting of Campeau-Small
and the Swig Investment Co., the real estate arm of the
Fairmont Hotel Management Co. to be the most important part of the project.
If the hotel is successful, it is hoped it will provide the
incentive for further development in the area. That, in
turn, will provide more jobs and increased tax revenues
for the city.
The four council members who opposed the tentative
agreement Patricia Sausedo. Nancy Ianni, Lu Ryden
and Blanca Alvarado expressed their support for the
project, but were disturbed by the recent developments
and the way they were handled.
"I found out in the newspaper that Hahn was removed
from the Disposition and Development Agreement," Sausedo said.
"It’s like telling us ’just take a vote and let us get
back to our business’," she said.
Kimball Small, of Campeau-Small partner Kimball
Small Properties in Santa Clara was unclear about what
effects the project will have on SJSU.
"To not consider the university would be like having
blinders on," he said, but was unable to comment on what
those considerations were.
City Manager Gerald Newfarmer said he had spoken
with SJSU President Gail Fullerton and that she was in
favor of the project.
Newfarmer did not seem concerned about increased
traffic congestion or parking, and cited the proposed
parking and light-rail transit system as potential ways to
alleviate any problems that might result.
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’Entertainer’ first to the in funding woes
Everyone has probably read about the continuing
battles for funding between the Spartan Daily and the
Associated Students. However, this column is not about
the Daily’s money problems.
It is about the Entertainer, which will probably be
missing next semester in its tabloid form.

Eric Hermstad
Entertainer Editor

Yes, the first things to be cut in times of financial
crisis are the extras. But is what you’re holding in your
hand a luxury?
The history of the Entertainer is filled with continuous battles for its survival. At the end of last semester,
the supporters of the Entertainer kept it alive for this semester, but its survival was in question.
Next semester, no matter how much financial support the Daily receives, the demise of this section at
SJSU is imminent.
So what, right?
Well. I’ll tell you what. . .
The two main arguments against the Entertainer
are that it’s a money loser, and that no one reads it.
I don’t know whether it is a money loser or not. The
amount of advertising fluctuates from issue to issue,
and from semester to semester.
Should the advertising revenue be a primary concern for continued existence? Or should the Entertainer
be looked upon as a section of the newspaper and not as
a separate entity?
So what if it loses money? So what if it gains it? Its
purpose is to be a supplement to the Daily.
The creativity of the Entertainer serves as a nice
change for the readers and the writers! who may
crave something other than the restrictions that come
with the main section of the Daily.
Does anyone read the Entertainer?
My roommate does. My family does. I think a lot of
people do.
The Entertainer even occasionally gets letters to
the editor It’s true that plenty of Entertainers wind up
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By Tim Goodman
Soul. R & B. Jazz. Rap.
guitars.
Sentimental
keyboards.
Cheerful
Listening to The Style
Council’s new album, "My
Ever Changing Moods,"
you’ll get them all. And
then some.
As long as you’re not a
maniac,
or
hard-rock
blindly holding on to Michael Jackson’s umbilical
cord, then you’ll be swept
away by this effort.
"Album of the year"
may be a little bit presumptuous, but "fantastic" would be an understatement.
The Style Council is led
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Greg Noga, Rack Alive’s outspoken front man, performs with unbridled energy at
the Keystone Palo Alto on March 31.
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Sam Cooke and even Smokey Robinson.
The result is stunning.
The influences are so varied, this album is hard to
classify. "Great" is the
most appropriate word for
it.
And although such
words are applied much
too frequently to albums
that never live up to the
label, this one is an exception.
It’s to Weller’s credit
that he saw the need to step
from social critic to "cafe
catalyst," and in the process, become one of the
leaders in musical change.
The influences on this
album are far-reaching.
Besides the above-mentioned vocal touches, there
is the musical content
stretching from Duke Ellington to Grand Master
Flash and back to Billie
Holiday. All done with
class, or more appropriately, style.
If there was enough
print to delve into each individual song, then justice
could be done to this
album. But there isn’t. Suf-

flee 11 to say there is no
weak track on either side.
And the best? Well,
take your pick. How about
the title track?
The introduction to
Changing
Ever
"My
Moods" will make your
feeling of
race
with
a
mind
deja vu. It sounds like Smokey, but then again, Marvin Gaye sounded like this
at times. Maybe it’s the
Temptations as "honorary
Councillors."
it’s Paul
Nope
Weller, creating a mood.
And the mood The
Style Council wishes to create is one of relaxation, It’s
the type of music that is
best heard in a dimly lit
room with a cup of cappuccino.
The album is neither
loud nor obtrusive. It
than
rather
sways,
screams, and soothes the
soul when it’s most needed.
And the only way you
can do justice to your everchanging moods is to buy
this album. It’s well worth
the money, and if you play
it loud enough, your neighbors will thank you later.

The
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Free medium
Pepsi product
with any sandwich
expires 4/30/84

Eric Hermstad
Editor
Special Sections Manager Chuck Deckert

by Paul Weller, the former
leader and lifeblood of the
now defunct Jam.
Mick Talbot joins on
keyboards and the two
share vocal duties. Actually. Weller is the lead vocalist, but Talbot’s background vocals are an
immeasurable asset.
The group puts forth
the novel idea of adding
different special guests, or
"honorary
Councillors,"
on each song. This provides the differing sounds
and style the album contains.
The Style Council released an EP several
months ago, and it served
as the warning that Weller
had shed all influences of
The Jam. The EP had several songs that received
widespread airing on the
new music stations.
The new album, initially intended to be titled
"Cafe Bleu" (now the title
for side one), keeps the
same basic sound of the
EP. That is plenty of
soul, with Weller adding a
smooth, lyrical touch encompassing Otis Redding,

BLIMPIE FEATURES
13 kinds of N.Y. style sub -sandwiches
hearty chef salads, fresh -fruit salads
hot -spicy chili, quiche
& a full line of pastries
A large variety of imported beers
A complete line of expresso coffee
& Italian soda
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Entertainer

Style Council’s newest release:
a pleasure for an array of ears

0

0

Ever.
Maybe it’ll be for the better. I doubt it.
One thing’s for sure it will be too late for a change
of mind.
On a lighter note, Spring break is finally upon us. 1
hope you have an "Entertaining" vacation,

tossed on the ground, but so do some Daily and Independent Weekly issues.
Would entertainment -related stories be read more
inside the paper as a weekly page or two?
Maybe so, maybe not. We’ll probably find out next
semester.
What’s good about the Entertainer?
Besides the creativity involved tin both layout and
writing styles), there’s the prestige. Really.
A weekly supplement to our regular paper is looked
highly upon by other newspapers, and in newspaper contests. The Entertainer is one factor that puts SJSU oneup in journalism on all the other California colleges and
universities.
I’ll agree that the Daily doesn’t need the Entertainer to be the top college daily newspaper in California. But would it be as fun?
Although the Entertainer isn’t down for the count,
my hopes aren’t high for it. The general word around
here is that once it leaves (even for a semester), it won’t
return.
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’St. Deb’ grapples with incest on stage
By Cindy Roberts
Child abuse particularly in the lorin ol incest and
sexual abuse is one of those once -taboo subjects we’re
beginning to hear more about.
"St. Deb or the Man Who Loved Everybody," by
John Denham, is a play about child abuse.
Denham is SJSU’s 1983 Harold C. Crain Award Winner for Excellence in Playwrighting, and "St. Deb" was
chosen from among more than 200 entrants.
Directed by Howard Burman, the play will be performed in the Studio Theater, a small, non-proscenium
setting where the audience is seated very close to the
stage. The proscenium is the front portion of the the
stage that separates the audience from the actors

"I wanted to (direct it there) because it’s a strong.
emotional play," Burman said. "I wanted the audience
to be as close to that emotion as possible. That dictated
using the Studio Theater space, which in turn dictated a
non-proscenium sort of arrangement."
This close environment in the Studio Theatre presents a challenge to the actors, Burman said, because
they can turn around and be looking a member of the audience right in the face.
"This (a non-proscenium show) makes concentration more difficult. There’s no question about it."
Denham, who traveled from Kansas City, Missouri
to see this first production of his play, is so far pleased
with the outcome. As far as seeing his written word sud-

’A night as detective’ makes the play
By Patty Kamysz
The year is 1935. The setting: a simple courtroom.
The question: did Buorn Falkner commit suicide, or
was he murdered?
Ayn Rand’s "Night of January 16th," playing at the
Saratoga Chamber Theatre, will suck you into a deceptive whodunit spiral. First, because Rand has written a
tight, fascinating mystery of morals, and second, audience members are treated like courtroom spectators,
with 12 people extemporaneously picked as the jury.
Most of the cast is seated with the audience in the
Chamber’s small theater, emerging at the appropriate
time.
So the audience can play detective for a night, and
the fate of the accused murderer lies in the hands of this
jury.
Rand, best known for her novels "Atlas Shrugged"
and "The Fountainhead," purposely left the verdict
open to the audience to encourage debates on the virtues
of the characters involved. For example what makes
one person’s actions right and another’s wrong? Is nonconformance really a grave error?
Rand’s main philosophy, which she conceived more
than 40 years ago, is of "objectivism" the idea that
money and egoism make man a moral creature.
Her theory is intricately woven throughout her
works, but in "Night," it isn’t evident Until the second
half. This is OK, because the first half consists of some
tawdry and funny characters describing the horror on
that January night the night Falkner jumped (or was
he pushed?) off his skyscraper.
Jodie Smith is the sharp-tongued prosecuting attorney Flint, who first presents the facts: Falkner had "a
whip over the world" as an internationally renowned financier. He had a sweet, young thing of a bride. He had
gobs of money. Why would this pinnancle of success
commit suicide?
Flint is intent on proving that Falkner’s long-time
mistress and business confidant, Karen Andre (a wonderfully piquant Wendy Ryan), was the force behind his
fall. The incriminating evidence is that Andre was with
him that night, in their penthouse-office atop the
Falkner Building.
Flint calls several characters to the stand. including
an impudent night watchman (Rich Amool ) and Falkner’s Swedish housekeeper (Delores Wagner). All attest
to Andre’s and Falkner’s illicit goings-on and most believe that Andre, as fiendish feline, was the culprit.
Rand’s touch is evident during this description of a
platinum gown heated by the penthouse fireplace and
slipped over Andre, as Falkner kisses the still fire.
warmedareas. The peeping housekeeper said Andre
would have been more decent had she remained in the
nude.
Rand always portrays her main characters as
a paradoxical sign of virtue beslightly decadent
cause, supposedly, they work hard and brilliantly, make
bundles of bucks because of it, and have the right to
spend it as they please.
These same characters possess a savage sensuous
ness clearly conveyed by the housekeeper’s testimony
and by sultry Andre herself.
Wagner loses speed after this, mostly because she
forgets to maintain her Swedish accent.
The last two acts soar because of a twist of testimonies and evidence, plus tighter direction by Dennis Sa
who is also a lecturer in the Speech and
kamoto
Drama Department here at SJSU.
Left to testify are, among others, the widow’s rich

father, John Whitfield (Harry Betsold ) and fiesty
gangster Guts Rega (Noe Montoya).
Now we learn that Falkner was in a severe financial
crisis, having streched his credit to the utmost limit,
and that father-in-law Whitfield has loaned him 25 million dollars. Also in question is who loves who here, and
who is getting the shaft.
Rega adds most of the twists and humor with his
gangsterish testimony.
"I’m legally allowed not to understand what you’re
talking about," he tells the furious attorney Flint, who is
rapidly losing both her wits and her evidence.
By the end, through Defense Attorney Stevens’ (Doreen Hunt-Pritts I case, and with the aid of Montoya and
Ryan, the sensous, defiant mistress, this whodunit had
turned more into an emotional question of values.
As such, it offered two different views of humanity.
Was Falkner wrong in pursuing egoistic ambition, for
being flagrantly arrogant and decadent? Or should he
have lowered his head and conformed with society’s
standards?
After last Saturday’s performance, it was evident
that members of the audience were split every which
way, arguing about admissable evidence, instincts and
theories.
Rand, who died two years ago, would have loved it
"Night of January 16th" will play each Friday and
Saturday night at 8:30 until April 28th. Tickets are $6 50
For reservations cal1866-8119.

denly transformed into a live production, he says he’s
been able to remain objective.
"When I see it, I don’t think of it in terms of ’I wrote
this,’ " he said. "I just see people doing this. I think it’s
my age, and because I wrote for so many years. If I
were 27 instead of 57 I might be more involved. I don’t
know."
Denham’s play was originally a novelette, but an instructor at the University of Missouri urged him to turn
it into a play.
He developed the idea of writing about child abuse
because of an uncle of his.
"I thought he was a marvelous man, in my childhood." Denham said. "He was always playing practical
jokes on people. And everybody thought he was such a
lovable man, and he was. He was always so jolly and he
loved to joke.
"After he died, I started thinking about it. and I
wondered if he did that ( joke) because he really loved
people, or if he didn’t. !still don’t know.
"And I got to thinking about children and sexual
abuse, and this is the worst kind of joke, and the joke is a
sort of rationalization maybe a man like that would
make. All of these things came together."
This is not the first time Burman has directed a play
that’s never been performed before.
"I really like doing that," he said. "It’s a great challenge we have so many choices that we have to look
at. It’s really much more difficult, but much more satisfying in the end."
"Saint Deb or The Man Who Loved Everybody"
opens Wednesday, April II and runs through April 13.
After Spring vacation, (twill resume production April 24
through 28. All curtain times are 8:00 p.m. For information, call the Theatre Arts Box Office at 277-2777.
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Best BBQ in Town,
Honest!
USDA Choice Sirloins Hand Trimmed
Pork Ribs Fresh California Grade A Chicken
Boneless Pork Roast Turkey Sausages.
ALL SLOW COOKED ON OUR OAK FUELED
TEXAS BBQ PIT
INTRODUCTORY OFFER:

10235 S. De Anza Blvd.
Cupertino(408)252-RIBS
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A new album fuels Back Alive
Change due for Pub favorites
By Eric Hermstad
Interviewing the band members of
Back Alive is a lot like watching the
Marx Brothers their attention spans
are constantly changing.
Before going onstage Saturday
night at the Smokey Mountain, they
talked freely, yet randomly, about topics ranging from musical styles and
popularity to their upcoming record.
Like most established bands, Back
Alive has a dedicated following. Their
musical style is a self-described pop
’60s British rock.
The band consists of Greg Noga,
rhythm guitar and vocals; Scott Lamb,
bass and vocals; Tim Donahue, lead
guitar and vocals; Chris Regier, keyboards; and Greg Ellis, drums.
"For over a year we’ve been doing
the British show," Noga said. "Other
bands play top 40, but we wanted to
have a variety."
"It’s kind of the history of British
lop 40," Regier interjected.
Their album, "Justified Buffoonery," consists entirely of originals and
is scheduled for an early May release.
Although Back Alive members
claim influences from such bands as
The Who, Kinks, Tom Petty, The Plimsouls, and The Beatles, their originals
have a sound all their own.
"What spurs you to write a song is
something emotional," Donahue said.
"Nine out of 10 times, it’s pain.
When a song is brought to the band,
"it gets all torn apart," Regier said.
"And changed for the better," added
Donahue.
"Until it sounds like the group,"
Noga concluded.
"Justified Buffoonery" will be
Back Alive’s second release ’ (the
band’s first, an El’., was received well
by SJSU students and garnered favorable reviews from the Entertainer),
and will be mixed much differently
than the E.P.
"The record will sound a lot more
contemporary," Noga said. "The E.P.
sounded too ’60s."
"We’re trying to get out of the British invasion show," explained Donahue. "But with the record, there’re a lot
of bills to be paid."
Back Alive has been doing its British invasion show for slightly more

than a year. To play its originals, it
must take opening spots, instead of the
more profitable headlining spots.
"The British invasion show works
for us, not against us," Regier said.
"It differentiates us," Donahue
said.
"Club owners are more concerned
with how many drinks are sold, not
music types," Noga added.
Different clubs, depending on clientele, have different responses to
Back Alive.
"Some crowds, you have to warm
up. Others just go for it," Lamb said.
"It’s hard to tell what a crowd’s gonna
do."
The band members have similar
feelings about what they think about
onstage very little.
"If I think about something, I mess
up," Ellis said.
"You don’t think about the song; I
just watch people," Lamb said. "I
worry about whether I’m going to blow
And what happens when someone
makes a mistake?
"Most of the time, you try to play
on, but if it’s obvious, you try to joke it
off," Lamb said.
Back Alive, both on stage and off, is
continually combining jokes and high
energy fun. In this joint mixture, it
gains audiences everywhere.
"We’re a fun band," Regier said.
"It’s all spontaneous and natural
onstage."
"We don’t put up a wall between us
and the crowd, like some bands do,"
Noga said.
In the band’s older originals, there
is a meaningful message in every song.
But is there in the newer ones?
"The message is still there, but we
don’t shove it down their throats."
Noga explained.
"The crowd doesn’t want to be preached to," Ellis said.
"Some of the songs have definite
messages, but they don’t weigh heavily," Donahue said.
"The record will be more powerful
than the E.P. it’s punchy," Noga
said.
Only "Drop In D," from the E.P.,
will be re-released on the album. The
other material will consist of Back Al -

Greg Noga and Greg Ellis in performance Saturday at the Smoke

Lamb
Scott
sets,
Between
(right) and Tim Donahue discuss
lye’s more popular live songs, including "Blackboard Jungle," "She Goes,"
"All Over Again" and "B.L.T." (an
SJSU favorite).
The originals have also changed in
other respects. The newer songs are
generally more positive, Noga said.
While the rest of the group writes
"relationship" and "girl problem"
songs. Noga writes more introspective
songs.
The cut "One More Day" is a close
description of how the band feels.
"You should live your life like
you’ve only got one more day to live,"
Donahue said. "Not literally, it’s not
suicidal just, you should have fun

Craig Sailor
Mountain in Campbell.

Craig Sailor
Back Alive’s future break from
it’s "British invasion show."
while you’re around."
Donahue said SJSU is Back Alive’s
favorite place to play.
"They know how to have fun,"
Noga said. "They’re fun drunks they
don’t have a fear of dancing."
"They give a lot and it makes it
easier for us to give back," Donahue
badsi.an
at de
king the album was a big step in
the
d’s career.
"We were like little kids in the studio," Regier said.
"We tried to bring our fun across,"
Donahue said. "The album was done almost live. The E.P. was separate takes
for each part."
Back Alive has one main goal for
the near-future.
"A special appearance on Captain
Kangaroo." Donahue said.
Lamb disagreed, saying "a major
album contract," is a more realistic objective.
"The album is our full -focus. It’s
the most important thing for us now,"
Donahue said.
Back Alive refuses to stay ordinary; the band even struggles over
keeping the same name. "Soap Opera"
is their best bet so far.
"Back Alive just doesn’t fit our
originals," Regier said.
"We are a soap opera," Noga
added.
Will the band finally release an
album? Will the album sell? Will it
change its name? Will it find happiness
in slumbering San Jose?
Tune in next time or, next time,
tune in.
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Spinal Tap ‘rockumentary’ worth a look
By Nick Gillis
If you can bear to see just one more rock ’n roll documentary film about the trials and tribulations a group
must endure, now is the time.
"This is Spinal Tap" is such a feature film, with a
different twist. This one is meant to be funny, and
proves an excellent anecdote compared to films of the
Stones/Who/The Band and others in recent years.
"This is Spinal Tap" is a 90-minute romp across the
United States with a fictitious band of the same name.
As the movie opens, a veteran filmmaker named
Marty DiBegri (Rob Reiner ) tells the audience he has
turned down several directing offers. including "On
Golden Pond 3-D," to tour across America with the legendary band in hopes of making a successful "rockumentary" of his musical idols.
DiBergi explains that he’s always been a rock ’n roll
diehard, and that he was overwhelmed by Spinal Tap at
first sight, back in their ’70s hey-day.
The film is an insightful, comical look at a rock "di
nosaur" attempting a comeback after a six -year layoff.
The group, now in its 15th year, has gone through a
number of personnel changes. This is primarily because
the drummers have an uncanny habit of dying.
So, armed with a new percussionist (the last one In
kick the bucket succumbed to spontaneous combustion
while onstage), a new album and a new record label, the
veteran five-piece band is ready to take the country by
storm. Uh, hardly.
The ill-fated "Tap into America" tour is marred by
several unfortunate incidents.
After a successful opening in New York, the group is
challenged by the lingering essence of Frank Sinatra in
a rented limousine. The chauffeur thinks the world of 01’
Blue Eyes, and refers to his music as the Gospel.
In Atlanta comes a greater blow. The release of the
band’s new album, "Smell the Glove," is being delayed
because of a tacky cover shot.
What could possibly be sexist, the band members
ask, about a nude young female on all fours with a dog
collar around her neck, sniffing a leather glove? Hell,
that’s kid stuff.
"You should have seen what we were gonna stick in
her face!" says lead singer David St. Nubbins.
Played by Michael McKean of "Laverne and Shirley" fame, St. Hubbins is the group’s leader. He and his
long-time chum and lead guitarist, Nigel Tufnel
(Christopher Guest(, attract most of the movie’s attention.
In Memphis. the fun-loving band discovers its concert and hotel accornodations have been cancelled. Instead, the Vys compromise, singing a cappella in front
of Elvis Presley’s gravesight. Oh well.
Next stop, Milwaukee. It’s here that McKean’s long
time girlfriend (June Chadwick ) joins the band from
London. The two begin to accuse poor management for
the recent slump, and have several explanations for
Tap’s recent downfall.

Marty lb Berg i (Rob
Veteran film in
Reiner) turned down directing offers to film
the legendary group Spinal Tap, who "rederoll for him."
fined the term rock

Spinal Tap celebrating before their "Tap
into America" tour with record president
Pa trick MacNee. From left, members are
For example, the new LP (which is finally released)
was mixed poorly, they say. Or is it the new, blacked-out
cover, with no clue as to the artist?
They conclude that the management is overworked,
and could use a woman’s touch. Guess who they suggest?
Current Tap manager Ian Faith (Tony Hendra
comes unglued at the thought, and immediately resigns.
Troubles continue, as the band gets lost backstage
in Cleveland. Upon their way from the basement dressing room, these sad sacks end up in a confusion of plaster and pipes while the audience grows antsy, and have
to ask the maintenance man for directions. Funny stuff,
believe me.
At least they find their way to their autograph session at a local record store. The problem is, nobody else
does.
The aging rockers can’t give their records away by
this point. Needless to say. they begin to notice their
popularity is declining. Even big halls like the Holiday
Inn are misspelling their name.
Guest decides to hang it up in the middle of a gig at
an air-force base, when radio static overwhelms his
wailing guitar. Slamming his ax down, he gives Ms.
Chadwick a chilling glare before marching offstage.
It looks like curtains for "Tap" now.
Without replacingGuest, the band nevertheless con-

Manager Ian Faith, and players Derek
Smalls, Viv Savage, Mick Shrimpton,David St. llubbins and Nigel Tufnel.
tinues to the West coast, playing before sparse crowds.
As the bottom is falling through, Guest reappears
backstage to inform the group they have a hot new single overseas in "Sex Farm."
He and former manager Hendra pursuade the group
to tour Japan, where they’ll finally be appreciated.
Throughout the movie, there are humorous interviews and clips of the band backstage. Probably because of their tasteless songs, "Sex Farm" and "Lift My
Love Pump," and albums, like "Intravenus DeMilo,"
the band suffers indilligently while touring America.
Both Guest and McKean are excellent, if not unrecognizable, as the spoiled, long haired musicians. Although the psuedo-documentary isn’t non-stop hilarity,
it nevertheless is a classic tale of rock ’n roll’s shortcomings.
Reiner does a credible job of directing the film,
which he also co-wrote along with Guest, McKean and
Harry Shearer. Don’t be disappointed, however, if it
comes off as an unprofessional effort lacking organization.
The movie was filmed without a written script, and
therefore is very spontaneous. Many of the clips are adfibbed, supporting its authenticity. Bouncing from candid shots and interviews to live performances, it gets
confusing at times.
But then again, nobody ever accused the rock industry of being the most stable of businesses.

Nasty LP displays ’Tap’ roots
By Eric Hermstad
Spinal Tap’s musical
style throughout it’s 20year existence has continued to copy the latest
trends a day late and a
dollar short.
The soundtrack for
the film "This is Spinal
Tap" captures perfectly
the persistence this band
is noted for it contains
the complete range it has
attempted.
From such early singles as "Gimmie Some
Money" and "Cups And
Cakes" 11965), to it’s latest semi -hit, "Hell Hole( 1982), the full spectrum
of Spinal Tap is caught in
vinyl.
Its most prominent
musical styles delicately
balance the suggestive-

ness of AC/DC with the
blatency of a pie in the
face.
Sure, this band uses
every heavy metal hook
known. but it’s set apart
by the mediocrity of its
final product. It’s kind of
the "brand X" for music
groups.
No attempt is made to
hide the borrowed styles
from such bands as Black
Sabbath, Deep Purple and
Judas Priest.
However, Spinal Tap
relentlessly pursues its
dream of satisfying both
its "high artistic standards" and selling "zillions" of records.
The soundtrack traces the de-evolution of the
band through the years.
Early songs reek of inno-

cence, while more recent
songs leave no doubt
about the band’s sexuality.
"Sex Farm" and "Big
Bottom" are two of the
groups latest tunes, which
could be an indication of
what direction the band is
taking:
The bigger the cushion
the sweeter the pushin,
Thats what I said. . .
Big bottom, big bottom,
Talk about mud flaps
my gal’s got ’ern.
Other cuts from Spinal Tap’s history reflect
society’s mood at that
time. "Stonehenge" is
part of Tap’s "ambitiously flawed" concept
album, "The Sun Never
Sweats."

"Heavy Duty" 11976)
is Tap’s attempt at glitter
rock:
Just crank that volume
to the point of pain,
Why waste good music
on a brain
Even despite the apparent dangers of drumming for Spinal Tap. this
band lives on, somehow.
With album titles like
"Shark
Sandwich,"
"Brain Hammer" and
"Bent For The Rent," one
wonders how
To really enjoy Spinal
Tap’s album, you should
see the film "This is Spinal Tap" first. Then you
can appreciate this witty
and talented parody of
hard-rock music.
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Comedy troupe
lacks a little of
’The Right Stuff’
By Dan Koga
When Sophielmia Bologna gave birth to each of hci
seven son’s those many years ago, who would hau.
thought these zany brothers would form the corned)
troupe, "I Fratelli Bologna"?
Members of the troupe in real life Christopher P.
Beale, Richard Dupell, William Hall, John X. Heart, Ed
Holmes. Drew Letchworth and Jack Bruno Tate
aren’t really brothers after all.
They compose the comedy troupe that founded the
St. Stupid’s Day Parade held every April tin San Francisco’s financial district. The troupe has performed at
"Renaissance Faires" and, more recently, at the US
Festival in San Bernadino, California.
The comedians recently appeared in the movie
"The Right Stuff" as the permanent press corps, and integrated their characters from the movie into parts of
their show. This year’s show, billed as "The Big Fall
Show Goes To The Beach," combines the traditional comedia dell’ arte from the renaissance era with modern
slapstick comedy.
The show is a lot of fun, but whether the show is
enough fun to travel all the way to San Francisco’s
Theatre Artaud is another question in itself.
It was somewhat amusing, but I would rather stay
home and watch "Saturday Night Live" for free. I
wouldn’t even have to drive anywhere.
Not that I thought this show was that bad: I just
didn’t think it was that good.
The show starts off with the Bologna Brothers donning masks and renaissance garb for a skit that lasted
the good part of an hour and eventually lulled me into
periodic yawns not exactly the type of thing you
travel 100 miles round trip for.
Many of the jokes were pretty funny, while some
were just plain dumb. They were the kind of jokes that
were so dumb that you couldn’t help but laugh. If the
movie "Airplane" had you rolling in the aisles and you
were disappointed when it didn’t receive an Oscar, then
this show is for you.
The best part of the show was the last half hour,

The Bologna Brothers of the comedy troupe,
Fratelli Bologna’, shown here as the perwhen the activists from the Bolognese Liberation
Theatre ( the BLT as they are affectionately known, also
played by the Bologna Brothers), who continued to interrupt the show’s normal proceeding’s with terrorist
activities, finally took over the show.
The troupe obviously saved its best material for
last. It’s a shame you have to sit through two-thirds of
the show before it actually begins.
The last part of the show had me in stitches but. like
I said, it’s hard to gives hearty laugh after you’ve been
yawning for the past hour. My laugh began to sound like
a beached whale giving a mating call.
The troupe did do a good job of keeping the majority
of the audience awake with some good old audience participation. This ranged from allowing some latecomers.
or should I say forcing some latecomers, to amble up on
stage and see if they could do better, to giving the audience the chance to toss assorted vegetables and breads
at the "BLT pinkos."
The pinkos’ daring construction of a human pyramid and the equally daring "face-stand" were the
highlights of the show, and must be seen to be appreciated.
The BLT pinkos definitely end the show with a bang.
Such a bang that the whole audience sat there looking at
each other saying repeatedly. "Is that it?"
I kept waiting for Elmer Fudd to come out and say.
"Th-Th-That’s all folks," but had to settle for the Brothers Bologna.
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manent press corps from the ntajor motion
picture, ’The Right Stuff.’

Club action
SPARTAN PUB
Today: Cachet (formerly
Secrets). Friday: Shanachie.
THE
COUNTRY
STORE, 157W. El Camino
Real, Sunnyvale Today:
Model Citizen. Friday:
Legend. Saturday: Cornell Hurd Band. 4/19, 4/20,
4/21: Chaser.
JD’S LARIAT, 93 S.
Central Ave., Campbell
Today: Smash. Friday,
Saturday: Hot Shot. Tues’day, Wednesday, 4/19,
4/20,4/2I: Names.

(’ramps. 4/19: Soul What.
4/20: Pearl Divers. 4/21:
Rockafellas.
NILES
STATION,
37501 Niles Blvd., Fremont
Today:
RPM.
Friday: Redline. Saturday: Kid Flash. Wednesday: Chaser. 4/19: Ron
Thompson & the Resistors. 4/20: The Steve Medeiros Band. 4/21: The
Punch. 4/25: Legend.
WOLFGANG’S,
901
Columbus Ave., San Francisco
4/20:
Roadrunner.

BERKEYSTONE
KELEY, 2119 University
Ave., Berkeley Friday:
The Uptones. Sunday:
Mega Deth. Monday:
Aqua Veets. Wednesday:
Roxz. 4/19: Mighty Diamonds. 4/20: The Edge.
4/21: Bonnie Hayes and
the Wild Combo.
KEYSTONE
PALO
ALTO, 260 California
Ave., Palo Alto Today:
Dragon.
Friday:
The
Blasters. Saturday: Comedy with Will Durst/Dana
Carvey. Monday: Mega
Deth. Tuesday: Heavy
Wednesday:
Pettin.
Mighty Diamonds. 4/19:
4/20:
Bonnie
Rhoads.
Hayes and the Wild Combo/Yanks.
THE STONE, 412
Broadway, San Francisco
Today: The Mighty Invaders. Saturday: The
Blasters. Sunday: Tazmanian Devils. Wednesday:
Mega
Deth.
4/19:
Gra venites. 4/20: The
Mighty Diamonds. 4/21:
The Uptones.
THE
CATALYST,
Santa Cruz Today: The
Contractions.
Friday:
Rhythmical.
Saturday:
New Riders of the Purple
Sage. Wednesday: The

BERKELEY
- SQUARE, 1333 University
Ave., Berkeley Saturday: Contractions. Monday: New Dots. Tuesday:
The Cramps. Wednesday:
Tokyo Vogue. 4/21: The
Paris Working. 4/23: Bohemia. 4/25: Batteries.
ESSEX JUNCTION,
510 El Paseo De Saratoga,
San Jose Today, Friday, Saturday: The Twisters. 4/19, 4/20. 4/21:
Model Citizen.
WAR FIELD
THEATRE, San Francisco
Sunday: Thompson Twins. Tuesday: Saxon/Accept.
OAKLAND
COLISEUM ARENA Today.
Friday: Duran Duran.
SAN
FRANCISCO
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Sunday: .38 Special/Golden Earring.4/20: Adam
Ant.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Monday:
John
Cougar
Mellen’
camp. Tuesday: Adam
Ant. Wednesday: Saxon/Accept.
KABUKI
NIGHTCLUB, Japan Center, San
Francisco
Friday: Alcatrazz. Wednesday: Romantics.

